Comparison of commonly used analytical methods
for the analysis of alcohol content in wine
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1. INTRODUCTION
•

Australian laboratories offer a range of methods for
determining alcoholic content in wines

•

Alcoholic content is a heavily regulated aspect of wine
production and wine is traded and sold across many
jurisdictions with varying labelling requirements.

•

It is important that producers understand the accuracy
of these methods to meet these requirements.
How popular are the different methods
for measuring alcohol in wine?
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•Data was collected from 162 facilities over two

years as part of the Interwinery Analysis Group
program.

•Wines were tested by multiple facilities to assess
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2. METHODS

(near infrared)

their accuracy, with results normalised to an
alcohol content of 12.5% v/v

•Five methods for measuring alcohol were

identified as being the most commonly used by
laboratories participating in the program.

•88% of these laboratories offered the modern NIR
or FTIR-MIR spectroscopy as the analysis of
choice.
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Comparison of results from the different analytical
methods for determining alcohol in wine

3. RESULTS
• Laboratories using more modern techniques and

instrumentation returned more consistent and accurate
results.

• Older and more manual techniques, such as distillation,
returned more varied but still accurate results.

• Given the high frequency of modern technique use,

Australian facilities should reasonably obtain results
within +/-0.3% of the consensus mean and meet most
domestic and international labelling requirements.

The data for this study was kindly provided by the Interwinery Analysis Group.
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